A Monte Carlo method has been developed and applied to study the anisotropic transport of holes in unstrained and strained bulk HI-V compound semiconductors. In this letter, we present the results for the prototypical GaAs, T = 300 K material system. We find that the hole mobility can be significantly increased by the presence of biaxi~l compressive strain in the system. This arises from strain-induced modifications in the densities of states and the overlap functions and from a separation of the heavy and light hole bands at k = 0 which decreases the heavy to light hole interband scattering. For a 1.5% biaxial compressive strain, the hole mobilities are increused by up to a factor of 2 over the unstrained values. This improvement is sustained up to the highest Held in our simulations which was 20 kV /cm.
The operation of many electronic and optoelectronic devices critically depends upon hole transport. Recent experimental evidence indicates that the incorporation of biaxial compressive strain in the heterostructure channel ofp-type pseudomorphk modulation-doped fidd-effect transistors (MODFET's) leads to greatly enhanced carrier mobility. 1,1 However, we find that relatively little work has been carried out in the area of accurate theoretical calculations of hole transport. f'rom a theoretical point of view, hole transport is much more complex than electron transport beca.use of the intrinsically anisotropic nature of the valence bands and ei-gens1ales. The overlap function between the pt:riodic pan of the Bloch states describing the initial and final hole states inVOlved in scattering becomes difficult to incorporate in a transport calculation. In the past, the k·p theory has been used to study hole transport, where the overlap functions used were simplified and analytical. 3-7 However, to studv the effect of strain on hole transport, a technique is required which can incorporate a more accurate description of the valence states and band structure, It should be able to 0) fully account for the symmetry and nonparanolicity features of the hole band structure aEd eigenstates, (ii) describe hole transport in the presence of arbitrary strain-induced modifications to the band structure and eigenstates, and (iii) describe transport in quasi-two-dimensional systems. In this lCHer, we present the results of using a Monte Carlo technique that we have developed, which meets the first two criteria and sheds some light on the third.
Customarily, charge carrier transport in a Monte Carlo calculation involves the evaluation of three major thingsx: (i) the overlap functions, ) the scattering rates and their angular dependence, and (iii) the transport properties such as drift velocity, carrier temperature, and distribution functions. The scattering rate by mechanism m [e.g., polar longi-tUdinaloptical (LO) phonon emission 1 of" hole initially in band n, with wave vectm k to a state in band n', is give/; by ' ' i l a ; m;",n· () (? \3 l/:, J d ,( 1M", (k,k ) . CI",n' 
where Gn,n' (k,k') is the overlap function and Mm (k,k') is the matrix element of the scattering Hamiltonian .ff m bet ween the initial and final state. The integrand 1'( k,k'), Eq.
( 1), gives the angular distribution of the scattering process. The anisotropy of the hole bands precludes both expressing this as a function of k, ,= k'k and expressing the scattering rate Was a function of wave vector magnitude only, as are done in the case of electron transport. We have retained the full wave vector dependence of both these types of quantities in our work.
To describt: the valence band structure of GaAs at T = 300 K, we use the 6 X 6 Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian.'! Not only does this Hamiltonian provide a fairly accurate description of hole states up to ] eV, near the top of the valence band, it also may be straightforwardly modified to describe the hole di:;persion in MODFET's and other quantum well structures. \0 A biaxial compressive strain in the (001) plane (which contains wave vectors lying in the directions [100 J and r 0 101) is described by the strain tensor
E> O. Such a strain causes a shift and a splitting in the diagonal terms (lfthe Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian. This is retyresented by the additive diagonal terms in the Hamilt~)-
.Ile cavy hole and lIght hole states are split by roughly 6.48 E (eV) II L1 for GaAs at r = 300 K. Figure 1 shmvs the hand structure for GaAs in the absence and presence of biaxial compressive strain (f'xx = Evy = 0.(15). Note that near the band edge, the hole band hecomes considerably lighter in the (001) plane (i.e., the r 1001 direction in the figure). This feature has been the motivation for the experimental work involving the use of biaxial compressive strain to enhance hole transport.
In Fig. 2 we show some typical overlap functions, G n ", (k,k'), for the unstrained and straiEcd cases. These shows the heavy hole scattering rates in both the unstrained and strained GaAs material at T = 300 K. The rates are shown for an initial wave vector aligned in the ll00] direction. The strain-induced valence band splitting at k = 0 causes the suppression of the heavy hole to light hole interband transitions. This suppression, along with the modified densities of states and overlap functions, quantitatively changes the scattering rates and angular distributions for the holes in the strained system.
Finally, in Fig. 4 we show the velocity-field relations for hole transport in the unstrained and strained cases. In agreement with other studies,7 the hole transport in the unstrained system is essentially independent of electric field orientation. Hcwever, we find a significant increase of hole mobility in the strained system as the orientation of the field moves farther from the l 00 1 J direction, and closer to the r 1001 direction. The improvement exists over the entire range of our simulations (up to 20 kV fern), as can be seen from the figureo For E = 20 kV /crn in the [1001 direction, the unstrained system had a population weighted average hole energy gain of 0.038 eV, with 92.5% of the holes in the heavy hole band, while the corresponding values for the strained system were 0.077 eV and 98.7% heavy holes.
At the moderate field of E = 10 kV fcrn in the [100] direction, the relative scattering frequencies for the unstrained heavy hole are 47% polar optical phonon (ll-H), 47% deformation potential scattering (H->H), and 6% interband scattering (H -> L). The interband transitions CH->L) are dominated by 48% polar optical phonon absorption. The unstrained light hole scattering has 85% inter- In summary, we have developed and implemented a general technique to study hole transport in anisotropic, strained bulk systems. Substantial increases in hole mobility may be found from Ollr calculations. The approach presented in this letter may be straightforwardly modified to investigate both strains in other crystallographic orientations and the dynamics of quasi-two-dimensional structures. Because hole transport is often a limiting feature for many optoelectronic and electronic devices, the present technique offers a useful first step guideline in device design. Finally, many devices may be successfully modeled as bulk materials. However, the extension of this technique, by the inclusion of correct quasi-twa-dimensional physics, will be necessary to obtain quantitative descriptions of the behavior of devices such asp-MODFET's, We have begun work on this.
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